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REALTIME PHOTO-REALISTIC RENDERING
USING MODERN GPU SYSTEMS
SUMMARY
We design and implement a real-time renderer using physically based global
illumination techniques on GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) based CUDA (Compute
Unified Device Architecture) platform. There are two big challenges in this work,
the first is the complexity of the physically based rendering and the second is
parallelization and implementation of these algorithms on CUDA platform as far as
pratically possible.
We use path tracing algorithm for photo-realistic results with global illumination.
Because of the nature of the algorithm, there are huge number of ray-triangle
intersection tests, so we need to use acceleration techniques. Software based
acceleration is achieved with cache friendly compact SAH (Surface Area Heuristic)
based BVH (Bounding Volume Hierarchy). Construction of BVH is designed to run
on CPU (Central Processing Unit), and BVH traversal algorithm is designed to run on
GPU.
The big challenge is designing and implementing an efficient traverse algorithm on
GPU side. There are a lot of issues to solve, like coalesced memory access patterns,
thread divergence and occupancy. In order to have a good implementation we prefer a
design-deploy-test model. It is based on feedback mechanism which gives us practical
results.
Our contribution is in the traversal of the BVH tree. We ignore redundant node
traversals with an intersection distance check. This check gives us better performance
values according to our tests. We also implement persistent threads algorithm which
uses software based scheduler using ray pooling instead of GPU’s hardware based
scheduler. We get better performance with persistent threads method, because in the
ray tracing process, some rays are terminated in a short period of time and software
based scheduler gets a new ray for the current thread from the ray pool without waiting
the termination of the other threads.
We also implement and compare our renderer with a well know real-time path tracer.
We attempt to get better performance than the current path tracers.
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MODERN GPU SI˙STEMLERI˙NI˙ KULLANARAK
GERÇEK ZAMANLI
GERÇEKÇI˙ GÖRUNTÜ OLUS¸TURMA
ÖZET
Bilgisayar grafig˘i dünyası gün geçtikte gelis¸en popüler bir bilim dalıdır. I˙lk
zamanlarda, insanların beklentileri temel ihtiyaçlarını kars¸ılmak üzerine ins¸a edilmis¸ti.
Daha sonraları bu temel ihtiyaçlar kars¸ılandıkça daha teferruatlı ve lüks istekler birer
ihtiyaç haline gelmis¸tir. Bilgisayar grafig˘inin gelis¸iminde de aynı seyri görmek
mümkündür. Günümüzde neredeyse tüm endüstriyel, finansal, tıbbi, bilimsel,
eg˘itim ve eg˘lence alanlarında yog˘un bir s¸ekilde kullanılmaktadır. Genel olarak
iki farklı yaklas¸ım mevcuttur. Bunların ilki gerçek zamanlı görüntü olus¸turma
üzerine kuruludur. Oyun endüstrisi ve sanal gerçeklik uygulamaları bu akımın bas¸ını
çekmektedir. Burada en önemli faktör etkiles¸imli uygulamaları mümkün kılabilmek
için belirli bir tepki süresini asla geçmemeye çalıs¸maktır. Sadece gerçek zamanlı bir
uygulama aynı zamanda gerçeklik hissini verebilir. Oyun endüstrisi, grafik kartlarının
gelis¸imiyle bas¸ gösteren programlanabilir grafik kartı mantıg˘ıyla görüntü kalitesinde
ciddi ilerlemeler kaydetmis¸tir. Dig˘er bir yaklas¸ım ise gerçekçi görüntü olus¸turma
üzerine kuruludur. Film endüstrisi ve bilgisayar destekli tasarım uygulamaları
bu yaklas¸ımın gelis¸mesine vesile olmus¸lardır. Buradaki mantık ise, görüntünün
olabildig˘ince gerçek dünyadakine benzemesidir. Bunu sag˘lamak için ıs¸ıg˘ın tabiattaki
davranıs¸larının bilgisayar ortamında benzetiminden faydalanılmaktadır. Genelde bu
tarz uygulamalarda temel gaye gerçekçi görüntü elde etmekdir. Dolayısıyla bu tarz bir
benzetim günümüz donanım imkanlarıyla saatler sürmektedir.
Bu çalıs¸mada, bu iki büyük problemi tek çatı altında çözen bir tasarım ve gerçekleme
ortaya koyduk. Gerçekçi görüntü elde etmek için yol izleme algoritmasını tercih
ettik. Bu algoritmanın grafik kartı üzerinde gerçeklemesinin dig˘erlerine göre daha
kolay olması bas¸lıca tercih sebebimizdir. Bu algoritma yog˘un bir s¸ekilde ıs¸ın
izleme yöntemini kullanmaktadır. Sahnemizdeki nesneler üçgenlerden olus¸tug˘u için
çok yog˘un bir ıs¸ın-üçgen kesis¸im testi yapmak bir mecburiyet olarak kars¸ımıza
çıkmaktadır. Bu problemi as¸mak için bir takım veri yapıları gelis¸tirilmis¸tir.
Biz bunlardan Kapsayan Hacimler Sıradüzeni veri yapısını Yüzey Alan Sezgisi
yaklas¸ımıyla üretmeyi tercih ettik. Ayrıca bu veri yapısını grafik kartı üzerinde
önbellek ıskalamayı bertaraf etmek için sıkılas¸tırılmıs¸ bir s¸eklinde kullandık.
Donanım tabanlı hızlandırma yöntemleri olarak grafik kartı üzerinde paralel
programlama tekniklerini kullandık. Grafik programlama bünyesinde alıs¸ılagelmis¸
merkezi is¸lemci tabanlı ardıs¸ıl programlamadan çok daha fazla sorunla kars¸ılas¸tık.
Gerçekleme yaparken kos¸ullu dallanma, hafızaya eris¸im deseni, matematiksel
yog˘unluk gibi bir çok hususa çok dikkat etmek gerekmektedir. Biz bu sorunları
adım adım tasarım-gerçekleme-test döngüsü içerisinde bir geri besleme modeli ile
as¸maya çalıs¸tık. Test sonuçları bize s¸unu gösteriyor ki verimlig˘i etkileyen en önemli
etken hafızaya eris¸im sorunudur. Grafik kartı dahili hafızası, daha hızlı eris¸im
için parça parça önbellekleme yapmaktadır. Bu önbellekler, her bir is¸parçacıg˘ı
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kümesine ait olmaktadır. I˙ster paylas¸ılan bellek olsun ister genel bellek olsun, ardıs¸ıl
olmayan bir eris¸im deseni daha önce alınan önbelleklerin kaçırılmasına sebebiyet
vermektedir. Özellikle gerçekçi görüntü olus¸turma algoritmasında kullanılan mat
yüzeylerin yansımasındaki ikincil ıs¸ınlar bu tarz eris¸imlere neden olmaktadırlar.
Bu tezde en çok ıs¸ın-üçgen kesis¸im testlerinin hızlandırılmasında kullanılan veri
yapısı ag˘acının tarama algoritması önemsenmis¸tir. Her ne kadar bu ag˘acın
ins¸asında kullanılan yöntemler verimi dog˘rudan etkilesede, durag˘an sahneler üzerinde
çalıs¸tıg˘ımız için bu ins¸a vetiresinin ne kadar zaman alacag˘ı önemli deg˘ildir.
Bu bekleme süresini ilk ag˘aç olus¸tug˘unda bir dosyaya kaydederek, daha sonra
görüntü olus¸turma as¸amasında bu dosyadan dog˘rudan belleg˘e yükleyerek oldukça
kısalttık. Veri yapısı ag˘acının dolas¸ımı grafik kartı üzerinde yapılmaktadır. Grafik
kartları büyük yıg˘ınlara sahip olmadıg˘ından yıg˘ın kullanmadan tarama yapan,
özyinelemeli fonksiyonlar kullanmayan bir algoritma olus¸turmayı tercih ettik.
Dolas¸ım algoritmasına katkımız, maksat en yakın ıs¸ın-üçgen kesis¸imini bulmak
oldug˘u için, elimizdeki son kesis¸im noktasından daha yakın olmadıg˘ı sürece gereksiz
ag˘aç düg˘ümü taramalarını önlemek olmus¸tur. Bu algoritma bazı aras¸tırmacıların
kullandıg˘ı paket tabanlı dolas¸ım gibi yöntemlerle beraber kullanılamaz. Fakat bizim
gerçeklememizde belirgin bir fark meydana getirdig˘i yapılan testlerle gösterilmis¸tir.
Ayrıca benzer bir bas¸ka aras¸tırmanın konusu olan sürekli is¸ parçacıkları yöntemi kendi
gerçeklememize uyarlanmıs¸ ve daha önce yapılmıs¸ mevcut çalıs¸malarla mukayese
edilmis¸tir.
Temel olarak bu çalıs¸ma ile katkımız, gerçek zamanlı gerçekçi gorüntü elde
edilebilmenin sıradan bir ev kullanıcısının sahip olabileceg˘i bir grafik kartlarıyla
mümkün olup olmayacag˘ının tespiti ve bu noktada yapılabilecek iyiles¸tirmelerin
bulunmasıdır. Biz yaptıg˘ımız testlerde bu is¸lemin basit sahneler için mümkün
olabileceg˘ini gördük. Ayrıca gelecekte yapılabilecek iyiles¸tirme çalıs¸maları da
çalıs¸mada sunulmaktadır.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computer graphics is a very popular and fast growing area which is related to almost
every type of industrial, scientific, medical, economical or even social disciplines.
Developments and researches in computer graphics are concentrated on requirements
and trends like any other field of technology. In its early days, only graphical primitives
were expected to be drawn on a computer screen, later on this property became
insufficient. While these primitives needed to be animated, a two dimensional domain
no longer satisfied the demand for realism. Therefore, three dimensional polygons
were started to be drawn and animated on the computer screen. With the increasing
amount of details of 3D models it became hard to draw them by the current computing
capabilities of devices. Thus, graphics specific computing devices has been developed.
After the invention of these devices, computer graphics technology has astonishingly
improved.
There are two main types of rendering techniques. The first technique is called
rasterization (see Section 2.1) which is widely used in the game industry in order
to generate real-time good looking 3D graphics. The second technique is based on
ray tracing (see Section 2.2) which is used in production, design and entertainment
industry to generate realistic graphics. Rasterization is very fast but is not suitable for
the implementation of visual effects and physically accurate lighting phenomenons.
On the contrary, ray tracing based methods are easy to implement and they can easily
generate physically based light effects (see Chapter 3). However, they need a high
computation power because of the complexity of the operations.
Modern GPUs1 are advanced devices and have huge amount of computation power
with respect to modern CPUs2 in the aspect of parallelism (see Chapter 5) like
supercomputers. This high computation power encourages researchers to investigate
the possibility of generating photo-realistic graphics for real-time applications. This
is not a dream for simple scenes with a standard cost GPU. Furthermore, on more
1Graphic Processing Unit.
2Central Processing Unit.
1
complex scenes it now possible to experience more realism by incorporating physics
like flow dynamics by using an expensive GPU or a couple of GPUs.
In this thesis, we focus on the design and implementation of a real-time photo-realistic
renderer.
1.1 Purpose of Thesis
Purpose of this thesis is the design and implementation of a photo-realistic rendering
system in real-time, and attempt to solve issues with design-deploy-test life circle.
There are two major steps in achieving this goal. The first is the development of the
photo-realistic aspect of rendering the mechanism, and the second is making it fast
enough for this costly job to handle general real-time graphical applications. Thus,
we divide this work into two separate research areas. These are the best and efficient
photo-realistic rendering techniques, and software (see Chapter 4) and hardware (see
Chapter 5) based acceleration methods. We try to combine best options of both sides
of the problem and synthesize alternatives to classical solutions in order to achieve
favorable results.
1.2 Scope
The scope of this work is limited to static scenes which are rendered on the GPU by
diffuse inter-reflection based global illumination. We do not include all the properties
of light interactions, since diffuse inter-reflection is the fundamental element of global
illumination and it is very costly to realize it. We focus only on this effect. Getting
more realistic image results is outside our scope, but we attempt to execute this method
in real-time.
1.3 Limitations
We are limited to capacity of current GPU device for massively parallel programming
(see Section 6.3.1 for device information). Another limitation is programming
platform flexibility. Although we use CUDA which is an advanced architecture it
imposes some limitations on programming. We run all tests on Microsoft Windows 8
operating system, and the current version of NVIDIA driver.
2
2. BASIC COMPUTER GRAPHICS TECHNIQUES
2.1 Rasterization
Real-time rendering applications like games, virtual reality applications, simulations
etc. generally use rasterization technique, because it is very fast. Actually, rasterization
is the final part of the graphics pipeline. There are several steps sequentially applied
in a standard pipeline, some of which are same the as in the ray tracing method. The
steps are;
• Modelling transformation
• Viewing transformation
• Lighting
• Projection
• Clipping
• Screen mapping
• Scan conversation
This technique is very fast, because it is polygon-based. Each polygon1 in the scene
is evaluated individually. This results in local illumination and no shadow on faces.
Without global illumination2 & shadows, the final image does not really look realistic.
However, it gives us real-time (instant) results. On the other hand, complex algorithms
have to be applied to achieve a simple shadow effect. Almost every commercial 3D
game in the market today prefers the rasterization method. Still, there is no approach
that is an alternative for fast rendering. Game graphics developers are compelled to
1Geometric face of objects, generally triangles.
2Global illumination is the basis of photorealism. We will discuss this term in Chapter 3.2.
3
use rasterization, because games are interactive applications and have to be real-time,
and current hardware capacity is not enough for alternative solutions like ray-tracing.
The definition of real-time may be confused with its usage in other areas of computer
science like network or embedded systems. In computer graphics, the word real-time
expresses that the observer (generally human eye) doesn’t detect discontinuities
between frames (2D image consist of pixels) while watching moving objects. A
healthy human eye can perceive such discontinuities if it takes 16 ms or longer to
move from one frame to the next [1]. One can get around this problem using double
buffered memory. While displaying image to the observer on the first buffer, second
buffer can be used to render the next frame. Frame per Second (FPS) or Frame Rate is
the at which frames are displayed every second. Seconds per Frame (SPF) is the time
needed to render a frame. In order to feel that an object is really moving, a minimum
FPS limit needs to be supplied. Otherwise the observer senses frozen objects. This is
one of the most irritating phenomenon in computer graphics, which one never wants
to meet. Today’s movie standard has adopted 24 FPS. This is also valid for computer
games and interactive applications. Although this is a bottom limit, one can increase
FPS to greater values. The only limitation at that point is the monitor device’s screen
update frequency. One cannot update an image on the screen faster that the monitor
can do. With each new frame, the whole graphics pipeline works from the beginning
if the pipeline settings like object attributes or light position change.
2.1.1 Modelling transformation
Modelling transformation is the part of the graphics pipeline where geometric objects
are placed from origin to exact positions in 3D world. Modelling is the term that
indicates the creation of 3D objects. Each model is created at the origin of its own
coordinate system, and then translated in to the world coordinate system. This process
is called Modelling Transformation and it is imperative for every polygon in the scene.
2.1.2 View transformation
After all polygons in the scene are translated to world space, the whole scene with all
objects are translated to the camera space. In a standard pipeline there must be a virtual
camera, commonly defined at the world origin looking along the Z axis (+ or - direction
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might change according to right or left hand side coordinate system convention). This
process can be combined with the previous modelling transformation operations. The
operations are similar, contents are different.
2.1.3 Lighting
In a typical graphics pipeline, every polygon is illuminated according to material
properties and light models. This shading has no effect on other polygons (even nearby
ones). There are 3 types of lights.
• Point light
• Directional light
• Spot light
The first one is not a real world light type. Consider that a very tiny point of object
like sub atomic particle which has almost no volume no mass and emits photons in all
directions. Every point on a surface can be illuminated with this light based on the
angle between the direction of light and the surface normal.
Directional light is not that much unrealistic like point light. The most classic example
for the directional light is the sun rays. The distance between the sun and the earth is
very big, therefore we can assume that the light rays come from the sun are parallel
to each other. This assumption makes the directional light a popular light source in
real-time rendering.
Final light type is Spotlight. Like a flashlight, it has a source and emits photons through
a range. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the three light types.
Figure 2.1: Light types: point light, directional light and spot light, respectively.
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Except for ambient shading, shading of a surface depends on surface material, surface
normal, light ray direction and light color and intensity information no matter which
light type is used. Shading types are;
• Ambient
• Diffuse
• Specular
Ambient shading is used to illuminate regions where no light rays arrive. This is a
crude simulation of global illumination. If ambient light is not used, that region of the
scene looks completely dark.
Diffuse shading is suitable for matt surfaces like a wood coated table. This kind of
surface has a lot of ripples, so normals of this rises and falls make incident photons
bounce randomly around. In a real world scenario, ideal diffuse is not possible. Even
a wood coated table top has a glossy appearance.
Specular shading is used when surfaces have almost uniformly distributed normals
like the face of a mirror. Therefore, all incoming rays reflect same angle, resulting in
perfect image reflections. On the other hand, ideal specular surfaces is also impossible.
Every specular surface has a small but nonzero diffuse component.
2.1.4 Projection
The output of a rendering process is a 2D image or array of images. However, objects
in the scene are first modelled as 3D structures. Thus, 3D faces must be projected
on to flat projection scene, since this first stage does not generate 2D images. It just
transforms primitives into a unit cube. There are a few of projection methods, but we
mention two of the most commonly used in the applications. These are:
• Orthogonal
• Perspective
Orthogonal projection is generally preferred in CAD3 applications. This projection
method is suitable for measuring and design tools, because far away objects do
3Computer Aided Design.
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not become smaller than near objects. This is a favorable property for drawing a
mechanical device in a design project. Although, it works very well in technical
application, for a realistic view an alternative projection method exists.
Perspective projection looks more realistic, because far objects become smaller than
near objects in this projection method. It is generally preferred for games and
interactive applications. However, it is not suitable for technical drawing applications.
2.1.5 Clipping
The scene we model in a application is usually bigger than we see on a screen. Virtual
camera in the scene has a field of view angle. The visible volume looks like a truncated
pyramid. The objects projected into a unit cube in the previous stage are clipped in this
stage. Parts of polygons falling outside of the pyramid are clipped. Only the regions
of polygons inside the pyramid are made visible.
2.1.6 Scan conversion
The final step of the graphics pipeline is scan conversion or rasterization. Color value
of each pixel on the screen is determined by scanning. Until this stage, operations
applied are polygon-based, but here rasterizer operates pixel-based. Some polygons
overlapping on the same pixel causes conflict. In order to determine which polygon is
in front for that pixel, a dedicated memory buffer, called Z or Depth buffer which keeps
z values of each vertex in camera space. Computer screen is like a two dimensional
matrix of tiny points called pixels. Thus, it has a discrete structure. However, objects in
the scene are not discrete. Thus, drawing straight lines across the pixels is not possible.
Bresenham’s algorithm (1962) is one of the solutions [2]. At the end of rasterization
process, back buffer which keeps color information of the pixels swaps front buffer to
show rendered image on the computer screen.
Real-time rendering using rasterization is a big and complicated subject of computer
graphics field. Further information can be found in the book called Real-Time
Rendering [3].
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2.2 Ray Tracing
Ray tracing is a rendering technique which uses rays4 to synthesize an image. Almost
all methods5 in photorealistic rendering use this technique, and the methods in this
thesis are not an exception. The first ray tracing algorithm has been introduced
for computer graphics by Arthur Appel in 1968 [4]. This technique is also called
ray casting, because it only shoots rays from the eye to the scene and gets the first
intersection of that ray to determine the color of that pixel. This gives us a very
primitive result which departs from photorealism. In 1979, Turner Whitted improved
this method (see Algorithm 1) with a recursive approach [5]. Whitted’s ray tracer
doesn’t stop at first intersection and continues after reflection or refraction.
Algorithm 1 Whitted’s recursive ray tracing algorithm [6]
1: procedure GENERATEIMAGE(pixels)
2: for all pixels do
3: primary ray← generate ray f romcamerato pixel
4: color f or the pixel← Trace(primary ray)
5: end for
6: end procedure
7:
8: function TRACE(ray)
9: for all objects in the scene do
10: Test ray-object intersections
11: if intersection found then . Use nearest one.
12: return Shade(ray,hit point,sur f acenormal)+Trace(newray)
13: else
14: return Background color
15: end if
16: end for
17: end function
The first rays from the camera are called primary rays and the other reflected or
refracted rays are called secondary rays. For each intersection point, a shadow ray6
is shot to determine if the light source can illuminate that point. Shadow ray’s first
4A straight half line which has an origin point and a direction. Starts from it’s origin point and goes
to infinity due to its direction.
5Some hybrid techniques like Reyes Arch. combines rasterization and ray tracing methods and solve
parts of the whole rendering problem. We will briefly discuss this technique in section 2.3.
6A imaginary ray from the probable illumination point to the target light source.
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intersection has to be the light source’s surface, otherwise the point is occluded by
another object.
2.3 Hybrid Architectures
Rasterization is fast because it is a polygon-based algorithm and can be fully
parallelized. Unfortunately, it is hard7 to generate photo-realistic results with
rasterization. However, in the ray tracing method, it is easier to implement
photo-realism, because it simulates light rays in the nature. Unfortunately, ray tracing
is much more expensive to run on today’s computers. Photo-realistic methods use
global illumination calculation which needs environment light information. This
requirement, is the biggest problem for parallelization.
Ray tracing and rasterization have their own pros & cons. In commercial production
rendering8, there are some limitations and requirements. The biggest one of the
requirements is the realism in the graphical aspect. Limitations are the time and
hardware capacity. In order to solve this optimization problem, REYES (Renders
Everything You Ever Saw) architecture was developed by Robert L. Cook and Loren
Carpenter in 1987 at Lucasfilm’s Computer Graphics Research Group9 [8].
REYES architecture uses a polygon-based rasterization method for image synthesis.
It divides objects into small pieces called micro-polygons, and calculates the color
of each. Actually, there is no ray tracing process in a classical REYES approach.
However, some techniques combine REYES with ray tracing methods to create
a hybrid architecture and exploit the advantages of both, like Point-based Global
Illumination [20]. Further information can be found in [9].
The most popular REYES implementation is the Pixar’s RenderMan. Figure 2.2
shows a shot captured from Pixar-Disney production Brave movie which contains high
level of realism with detailed geometry and global illumination effect. RenderMan
employs REYES architecture to accelerate rendering with local illumination process.
RenderMan generates high quality global illumination effects using a ray tracing
7The term "hard" is used meaning of complexity.
8Photo-realistic rendering products for movies, advertisements etc. [7]
9This division of Lucasfilm Company was sold to Steve Jobs in 1986. Now it is known as Pixar
Animation Studios.
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engine which contains advanced algorithms like photon mapping (see Section 3.5)
and irradiance caching (see Section 3.6).
Figure 2.2: Brave movie, using Pixar’s RenderMan, adapted from [21].
Also, there are several open-source implementations like Pixie [10]. Pixie is an open
source RenderMan renderer for generating photo-realistic images.
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3. FUNDAMENTALS OF REALISTIC IMAGE SYNTHESIS
3.1 The Nature Of Light
Historically, from the ancient to modern times light was always a mystery. Still, there
is no a perfect explanation of the question "what is light?". The Greek scientists (~350
B.C) thought that light rays emanated from the human eye and go through the air
and eventually reach the objects around. This was the explanation of perception.
However, a Muslim scientist called Ibn Al-Haytham1 (A.D. 956-1038) developed a
new explanation for light. He thought that light goes in a straight line and can reflect
off of a mirror. He modelled the eye using a camera obscura2. He wrote more than 200
works on the subject. Today most of them are lost. He explained his theories about
light and optics in Kitab al-Manazir3.
Figure 3.1: Abu Ali al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham, adapted from [13].
After Al-Haytham, the world had to wait about 6 centuries for the next step that
explained the mystery of light. Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695) described light as
a wave motion. Another big step was taken by Isaac Newton (1642-1727). Newton
developed the particle model of light and also he demonstrated that white light
consists of color components which can be extracted by a prism. He published his
works in a book called Opticks [16]. In the early 19th century, Thomas Young
(1773-1829) and Augustin Frensel (1788-1827) described wave theory by using
1Also known as Alhazen in the West. Illustrated at Figure 3.1.
2A pinhole camera.
3Book of Optics [15].
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the polarization and diffraction of light. James Maxwell (1831-1879) introduced
equations of electromagnetic waves. In the 20th century, Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
introduced photons in order to explain photo-electric effect4. Niels Henrik David Bohr
(1885-1962) demonstrated a new approach to describe emission and absorption spectra
for hydrogen using quantum mechanics5 [19].
Currently, we still haven’t understood the light exactly yet. No single model fully
defines the behaviour of the light in the nature. Nevertheless, for the modern
conception of light is that it is an electromagnetic radiation which can be seen by the
naked eye. Light is in a very narrow range in the electromagnetic spectrum. Figure 3.2
shows the electromagnetic radiation spectrum. There are another electromagnetic
radiation types, such as radio waves, UV, x-rays, gamma rays, microwaves, infra-red
etc.. Most of them cannot be sensed by the human body. We have to use special tools
in order to detect them like a radio receiver or a radar. Although, we cannot see, they
also interact with different types of materials. For instance, radio waves pass through
a brick wall but reflect on metal plates or X-rays pass through the human body but
are absorbed by the bones. The distinction is due to the wave length. Wave length is
inversely related to frequency.
Figure 3.2: Electromagnetic Radiation Spectrum, adapted from [14].
3.1.1 Radiometry
Radiometry is a field of physics that studies techniques for measuring electromagnetic
radiation, including visible light.
4He won 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics for discovery of the laws of photoelectric effect [17].
51922 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to him for investigation of the structure of atoms and of
the radiation emanating from them [18].
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All electromagnetic radiation types (including visible light) consist of particles making
up a quantum. Photons carry energy proportional to the radiation frequency, however
they have zero mass. The energy of a photon can be calculated with the following
formula:
eλ =
hc
λ
(3.1)
where h is the Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and λ is the wavelength.
h ≈ 6.63E−34 Js
c = 299,792,458 ms−1 (in a vacuum medium)
λ = [400 nm, 700 nm] (for visible light)
In the following, the variables that are referenced are defined in Table 3.1.
Let be Qλ the spectral radiant energy, emitted by nλ photons with wavelength λ
related through
Qλ = nλ eλ
= nλ
hc
λ
. (3.2)
Radiant energy is due to the collection of photons of various wavelengths and is
computed by integrating over all possible wavelengths:
Q=
∫ ∞
0
Qλ dλ . (3.3)
Φ, radiant f lux, is the total amount of radiant energy per unit time:
Φ=
dQ
dt
(3.4)
Radiant flux area density can be defined in two parts, radiant exitance6, M, and the
irradiance, E.
The irradiance is the incident flux per unit area:
6Also known as radiosity, B.
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Table 3.1: Radiometric symbols and their definitions and units, adapted from [6].
Symbol Definition Unit
Qλ Spectral radiant energy Jnm−1
Q Radiant energy J
Φ Radiant flux W
I Radiant intensity Wsr−1
E Irradiance Wm−2
M Radiant exitance Wm−2
B Radiosity Wm−2
L Radiance Wm−2sr−1
Lλ Spectral radiance Wm−2sr−1nm−1
E(x) =
dΦ
dA
. (3.5)
The radiant intensity, I, is the radiant flux per unit solid angle:
I(~ω) =
dΦ
d~ω
(3.6)
The radiance, L, is the flux per unit projected area, per unit solid angle7:
L(x, ~ω) =
d2Φ(x, ~ω)
cosθdAd~ω
(3.7)
3.1.2 Photometry
Photometry is a sub-part of radiometry. The difference between the two is that
photometry is interested in only a narrow range of the electromagnetic spectrum where
the light is located. This is the only radiation range which can be seen by a naked
healthy human eye.
Φv Luminous f lux, is the visual response to the perceived power of light. It is different
from the radiant flux. Radiant flux is the measure of the total radiant energy. However,
luminous flux is adjusted for human observer sensibility. It can computed as:
Φv =
∫
λ
ΦλV (λ )dλ , (3.8)
7Further information about solid angle can be found at Appendix A
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where λ is the wavelength range (400nm 700nm) of the light and V (λ ) is the effect on
visual perception.
3.2 Global Illumination
Global illumination is the most important part of the photo-realistic image synthesis.
The physically accurate calculation of global illumination is a bit problematic. There
are a lot of issues to solve. The main strategy that we follow is "Divide et impera"8.
Thus, we separate sophisticated big jobs into small pieces of simple tasks to complete
whole rendering system. In this section, we define a grammar for light paths for
simplicity. For a complete global illumination solution, two main type of illuminations
have to be implemented. These are direct and indirect illuminations. In direct
illumination, some objects might occlude others to be direct illuminated from a light
source. In this kind of circumstances, the absence or lack of lights cause shadows.
These are also discussed in this section. In order to solve either, direct or indirect
illumination has to be defined as a formal mathematical method. This is called the
rendering equation. This section also describes how the rendering equation is solved.
3.2.1 Path grammar
Before looking into the details of global illumination, we prefer to use a path grammar
for any possible light path in a ray tracing application. The path grammar we use has
been proposed by Heckbert [11]. Using this kind of a naming system makes it easier to
understand complex illumination situations.Table 3.2 shows basic light path symbols.
However, only a few basic symbol is not enough to indicate even a simple lighting
events. Thus, regular expression is a perfect solution in this case. For an ordinary light
ray starts from the source to the eye can be defined by the regular expression L(D | S)∗E
which represents the path light→ zeroormore (di f f use or specular)→ eye [12].
8Meaning of "divide and conquer" in Latin.
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Table 3.2: Path grammar.
Symbol Definition
L light emission from the light source
D reflection on a diffuse surface
S reflection on a glossy/specular surface
E light reaches the virtual camera (eye)
3.2.2 Direct illumination
Direct illumination is the simple and easy to understand visual phenomena. Any
surface which is geometrically visible to a lights source can be directly illuminated.
Path for the direct illumination is L(D | S)E. This essential illumination process is
the basis of local illumination. It yields the same quality as the rasterization method9.
Figure 3.3 shows how direct illumination looks like.
Figure 3.3: Direct illumination with hard shadows in a naive ray tracing application.
9Except some visual effects like shadows, reflection or reflaction.
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3.2.2.1 BRDF
Shading model in physically-based rendering systems is the Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function, BRDF, introduced by Nicodemus et al. [22]. BRDF is generally
denoted as fr and is a useful mathematical formulation for calculating the reflection of
light from a surface. For a given point of p, the BRDF can be calculated as the ratio
between reflected outgoing radiance Lr and differential irradiance E using the outgoing
direction ωo and the incoming direction ωi, respectively. The BRDF is expressed as:
fr(p, ~ωi, ~ωo) =
dLr(p, ~ωo)
dE(p, ~ωi)
=
dLr(p, ~ωo)
Li(p, ~ωi)cosθid~ωi
, (3.9)
BRDF have to contain two properties:
• Each direction pair ~ωi and ~ωo have to satisfy reciprocity,
fr(p, ~ωi, ~ωo) = fr(p, ~ωo, ~ωi).
• Total energy of the reflected light have to be less than or equal to the energy of
incident light, which is called the energy conservation law. For each direction ~ωo:∫
Ωp
fr(p, ~ωi, ~ωo)(~ωi ·~n)d~ωi ≤ 1,
where Ωp is the hemisphere of incoming directions at point p.
3.2.3 Hard & soft shadows
The important sense of reality is the shadows. Actually, there is no shadow in the
nature. Shadow is the absence or lack of the illuminations. In rasterization method,
generating a shadow effect is hard to implement, because of the complex algorithms.
However, in an ordinary naive ray tracer one can simply implement shadows, because
of the nature of the ray tracing process. Ray tracing algorithm assumes that a light
ray travels in the space or a medium as a straight line according to geometrical rules
which we call ray optics10. At the first implementation of a naive ray tracer, typically
point lights are used. This type of light, as we have already mentioned in Section 2.1.3,
10There are also other approaches of light’s travelling behaviour like wave optics, photon optics etc.
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does not exist in the nature, because it is impossible to create single photon dimension
light source. This assumption creates hard shadows. In a real world scenario, lights
have dimension and this results in the soft shadows. Figure 3.4 represents typical
soft shadows. A soft shadow cannot be exactly implemented. Testing a point for
illumination or darkness, for a point light is easy by executing just a single ray-object
intersection test. However, a polygon based light have to be tested at by every single
point on the surface of that light11 for the probable illumination of a point. This is
very expensive for the current computer hardware capacity due to the infinite number
of surface points. Thus, we prefer to just select and test randomly12 a finite number
of points on the surface of the light and interpolate the result. Decreasing the number
of samples reduces the shadow quality and makes it rough, since one sample yields
a hard shadow. There must be a balance between the expected visual quality and
the performance of the rendering process. This is the main optimization problem in
computer graphics.
Figure 3.4: Direct illumination with soft shadows in a naive ray tracing application.
11This method originates from Distributed Ray Tracing algorithm which is going to be discussed in
Section 3.4.
12Randomness of the selections based on Monte Carlo methods, see Appendix B.
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3.2.4 Indirect illumination
Illumination of a surface is not always directly from the light source. Another source
of illumination is the other illuminated objects around a surface. This is called indirect
illumination, because source of the illumination is not a real light source. It is just
a reflector. This visual effect is the biggest step towards photo-realism and global
illumination. Figure 3.5 shows some of the light paths for indirect illumination.
Figure 3.5: Indirect illumination light paths.
The path grammar for indirect illumination can be expressed as:
L(S | D)∗D+DE.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the only indirect illumination produced by a path tracing
application. The surface color of the objects are almost inverted because of the light
coming from around the objects.
3.2.5 Solving rendering equation
The rendering equation is the basic equation which defines the outgoing radiance of
a point is the sum of the emitted and the reflected radiances. It was introduced by
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Figure 3.6: Indirect illumination using CPU based path tracer, 10000 samples per
pixel, 5 fixed (+ Russian Roulette algorithm) depth level, takes 2 hour
41 minutes to render on Intel i7 2.4 GHz 12 GB RAM.
Kajiya in 1986 [23]. The basic task in various photo-realistic applications is solving
this equation stated as:
Lo(p, ~ω) = Le(p, ~ω)+Lr(p, ~ω),
where Lo is the outgoing radiance, Le is the emitted radiance, and Lr is the reflected
radiance. The rendering equation gives us outgoing radiance which is our rendering
goal.
We solve the rendering equation using Monte Carlo estimation (see Appendix B),
because this equation cannot be solved analytically.
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3.3 Radiosity
Radiosity is a kind of global illumination method which focuses on only the diffuse
surface reflection of light. It uses FEM13 to solve the rendering equation (see
Section 3.2.5). Path expression for radiosity is:
LD∗E. (3.10)
A typical radiosity computation starts by dividing faces of the objects in the scene
into small polygons called patches (see b in Figure 3.7). Next, a brightness value is
determined for each patch. If a patch emits light rays as a light source it is called an
emissive patch. After the division operation, there is another task to do in order to
complete geometric stage of radiosity algorithm. This task is the calculation of the
form factors14. Form factors are used to calculate the level of diffusely reflected light
from one patch to another. Form factor for the corresponding patches a and b can be
computed as:
Fab =
1
Aa
∫
Aa
∫
Ab
cosθa cosθb
pir2
Vab dAb dAa, (3.11)
where A is the area of the patch, the integrals over A are the area integrals over the
surface, r is the distance between two patches a and b, θ is the angle between the
normal of surface and the vector from the center of the current patch to the other patch,
and V is the visibility function which returns 0 when there is a blockage or occlusion
by another surface between the centers of the patches. Otherwise it returns 1.
Geometric stage is completed with the computation of the form factors. Remember that
radiosity is a FEM, thus we are going to gather all of these geometric inputs and build
a system of linear equations to solve the rendering problem. The complete equation of
radiosity for patch a is:
13Finite Element Method: a numerical approximation method in order to solve boundary value
problem in differential equations in stable way.
14Also known as view factors.
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Ba = Ea+ρa
N
∑
i=0
BiFai, (3.12)
where B is the radiosity of the surface, E is the emissivity of the surface, ρ is the
reflectivity of the surface, F is the form factor between surface a and the other
corresponding patches, and finally N is the number of all patches. Notice that, we
cannot calculate the radiosity value of a patch without the radiosity value of other
patches. So, we have to build a system of linear equation with matrices, and then solve
them together. Finally, we can easily render using the brightness information found
from the solution (see Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: a) triangle structure of the objects, b) dividing into patches, c) raw results
from linear equation system, d) interpolated results for final render. Figure
is adapted from [25].
Radiosity is good for the global illumination solution of diffuse surfaces. It is view
independent which means that we do not have to recalculate global illumination
when we change the position or view angle of the virtual camera in the scene. This
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gives us a very big advantage in the static scenes15. In addition, it is possible to
perform pre-computation to get better rendering performance. Further information
about radiosity can be found in [24].
3.4 Path Tracing
Path tracing algorithm is the enhanced version of classical ray tracing approach. This
technique was introduced by Kajiya in 1986 [23] in order to solve the rendering
equation (see Section 3.2.5). The foundation of the path tracing algorithm was set in
1984 with the work called "Distributed Ray Tracing" by Cook et al. [26]. This method
makes it possible to compute some difficult effects such as soft shadows, depth of
field and motion blur by using the stochastic sampling technique. Path tracing is an
unbiased16 algorithm and solves every type of global illumination effect. Figure 3.8
shows the global illumination effects on diffuse surfaces like color bleeding. Notice
that the noise accumulates on the surfaces because of the nature of the algorithm. These
tiny points due to noise can be reduced by increasing the number of samples per pixel
and level of depth.
Algorithm 2 presents path tracing using distributed ray tracing approach. The function
called "Trace" is not shown here because we have already mentioned (see Algorithm 1)
and also it is very much similar.
3.4.1 Bidirectional path tracing
Bidirectional path tracing is a modified version of the classical path tracing method
and was introduced by Lafortune and Willems [27]. This basic modification is about
tracing directions. As we discussed earlier, in the path tracing algorithm, rays start
from the eye and try to find probable illumination on every intersection point. However,
in bidirectional path tracing algorithm, rays start both from the eye and the light sources
concurrently rather than only the eye. This gives us better results for the final image,
especially in the sense of noise reduction. The idea behind this two directional tracing
method addresses the problem of indirect illumination reaching eye or reaching light.
Rays from some points in the scene have a hard time to reach light like an indirectly
15The scene which the objects never move, except the virtual camera.
16Errors in the approximation is going to be shown as noises in the final image.
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Figure 3.8: Global illumination with diffuse surface and ideal specular surface spheres
in a Cornell Box rendered by CPU based path tracer. 10000 samples per
pixel, 5 fixed (+ Russian Roulette algorithm) depth level, takes 2 hour 50
minutes to render on Intel i7 2.4 GHz 12 GB RAM.
illuminated part under a table. Rays from some points have a hard time to reach eye like
a desk lamp covered by a blind. Thus, best of both worlds is obtained by combining
the solutions.
3.5 Photon Mapping
Photon mapping is a global illumination algorithm developed by Henrik Wann Jensen
[28]. It is a two-pass algorithm. The first pass of the algorithm is the photon tracing
part. In this part, the light sources in the scene emit photons through the scene and
when a photon hits a diffuse surfaces it stores the point in a map. The second pass
is the rendering part. This is very similar to Whitted’s ray tracing algorithm (see
Section 2.2). The only difference is the color of the first hit point is determined using
the photon map that has already been generated in the first pass. This is called "radiance
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Algorithm 2 Path tracing algorithm
1: procedure GENERATEIMAGE(pixels)
2: for all pixels do
3: for all sample do
4: primary ray← generate ray f romcamerato random positionon pixel
5: get a random lens positionand time f or the ray
6: color← color+Trace(primary ray)
7: end for
8: color f or the pixel← color/number o f samples
9: end for
10: end procedure
11:
12: function SHADE(ray, intersection point,normal)
13: f inal color← Black
14: for all lights in the scene do
15: shadowray← (random point on light sur f ace)− intersectionPoint
16: Find nearest intersection.
17: if nearest intersection is the current light then
18: f inal color← f inal color+Calculate color o f thehit point. . Direct
illumination.
19: end if
20: end for
21: f inal color← f inal color+Trace(randomly (re f lected | re f racted ray))
22: end function
estimation". Actually, photon mapping has the same global illumination goal as path
tracing. However, it has the advantage of employing the map data structure to readily
access nearby photons for radiance estimation. In addition, in path tracing, every time a
ray starts tracing from a pixel to the scene, calculation of photon scattering from lights
is restarted. This is not valid for photon mapping, because photon map data structure
is common to all rays. This method seems like a kind of pre-calculation of indirect
illumination. The photon map is also independent from the geometry of the scene, like
a point cloud in space. Usually, this photon cloud is kept in special acceleration data
structures like octree or kd-tree (see Chapter 4). Photon mapping can render all type of
global illumination effects. For instance Figure 3.9 presents diffuse and glossy surface
global illumination effects. However, photon mapping is most powerful for rendering
caustic effects which is going to be discussed in Section 3.5.2.
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Figure 3.9: Global illumination using photon mapping, adapted from [29].
3.5.1 Global photon map
There are a lot of global illumination effects, and it is not suitable to keep them all in
a single photon map data structure. Some of them are for special purposes like caustic
photon map (see Section 3.5.2). However, there is one that is used for all. Global
photon map is used for general purpose, and contains all types of global illumination
effects. There must be a global photon map in every photon mapping based renderer.
3.5.2 Caustic photon map
Caustic effect is a special effect which is caused by the focusing of the light rays after
passing through a glass, water or some other transparent medium. Figure 3.10 shows
a typical caustic effect under a glass sphere.
Caustic photon map is separated from the global photon map, because this map
concentrates on only caustics. In order to generate good caustics, firstly specular
surfaces must be detected, and then most of the photons are shot to these surfaces,
and not the other diffuse surfaces.
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Figure 3.10: Caustic effects under the glass sphere in a variant of Cornell Box, adapted
from [30].
3.6 Irradiance Caching
Irradiance caching is a method to decrease the computation time of diffuse indirect
illumination for a ray tracing application. It was introduced by Ward et al. in 1988 [31].
The basic idea behind irradiance caching is about the slowness of the change of diffuse
indirect illuminations (color bleeding). Let there be a wall indirectly illuminated by
another object. The change of color of the wall is not very significant. So, we don’t
have to use a lot of power to calculate these small color differences. In this case,
irradiance caching method can be put to use. One can cache the irradiance of nearby
points and when one wants to get a irradiance value for a particular area one can easily
interpolate using cache points around. The algorithm is very simple:
Algorithm 3 Irradiance caching
1: if there are enough cache points then
2: use current cache points via interpolation
3: else
4: compute a new irradiance value and keep it in the cache
5: end if
Further information can be found in the book [32].
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4. ACCELERATION METHODS
Photorealistic rendering generally based on ray tracing methodologies. Ray tracing is
very costly to perform when a large number of faces are tested. There are a couple of
ways to overcome this issue. However, the idea behind all these methods is the same.
The space is divided and surfaces are grouped according to subdivisions and then a
hierarchy is used to perform speedy look up. The data structures used in these methods
are referred to as acceleration structures. For instance, consider finding a student in a
school. The most straightforward (for a programmer point of view) and simplest way1
is to look at each classroom to find the student of interest. Although, this gives us
the exact result, it is probable the most expensive method to find a student when the
school contains as may as 500 students. But, what if we know which classroom the
student studies? We can simply find the classroom and than look for the student in
that classroom which will contain at most 30 students. In the first case, we use the
brute-force method and it takes the maximum time to search through all students. In
the second case, we use an acceleration structure –every student has a classroom and
every classroom has a place in a hierarchy– so we find the correct classroom right away
and look for the student there. This is the main principle, and the only distinctions
between the acceleration structures are the way of we divide students into classrooms
and the way we mark the classrooms for a hierarchy.
4.1 Octree
Octree is the simplest acceleration structure that we discuss in this work. Donald
Meagher was the pioneer of the usage of octree in computer graphics in 1980 [33].
Octrees are the 3D version of quadtrees2 (see Figure 4.1). Octree has 8 children for
each internal node. This is the rigid rule of an Octree. Every child has a limited and
1This method is called as brute-force.
2A acceleration structure for 2D domain and has 4 children for every internal node.
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equal area of effect, and these areas are selected by the axis, x, y and z, so we refer to
this kind of spatial structures as AABB3.
Although using octree as a ray-triangle test accelerator, also the cache points at the
irradiance caching (see Section 3.6). Because, we keep all cache points independently
from the scene geometry. This is also recommended by Ward et al. [31].
4.2 KD-Tree
KD-Tree is a kind of multidimensional BST4 invented by Jon Louis Bentley in 1975
[34]. Actually, KD-Trees are very similar to Octrees. The main difference between
the two is KD-Tree splits the nodes by a plane perpendicular to one axis, while Octree
splits the nodes with the planes perpendicular to three axis simultaneously into eight
equal region in every construction step. Algorithm 4 exhibits median split based
KD-Tree construction pseudo-code.
Algorithm 4 Kd-tree construction algorithm
1: function BUILD_KDTREE(list o f points, depth)
2: if list of points is empty then
3: return NULL
4: end if
5: axis← depth mod K . K is the dimension of three, generally K = 3.
6: sort points according to selected axis
7: f ind median f rom the sorted list o f points . Median splitting is the simplest
way, but not much efficient.
8: newNode.location← median
9: newNode.le f tChild← BUILD_KDTREE(points be f ore median, depth+1)
10: newNode.rightChild← BUILD_KDTREE(points a f ter median, depth+ 1)
return newNode
11: end function
KD-Tree can be used to accelerate ray-triangle tests, and also can be used for radiance
estimation process in photon mapping algorithm (see Section 3.5). Jensen [28] gives a
good implementation of KD-Tree for this purpose.
4.3 Boundary Volume Hierarchy
Boundary Volume Hierarchy (BVH) is a data tree structure for acceleration which
contains objects wrapped in bounding volumes. Bounding volume nodes in a BVH
3Axis-Aligned Bounding Box.
4Binary Search Tree.
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Figure 4.1: Image at the top shows a quadtree data structure contains 100 points, and
the image at the bottom shows another quadtree has 5000 points. Green
circle indicates the search region, and the points found in that region
colored with green.
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tree might overlap each other. This is not a property of KD-Trees, because every node
in a KD-Tree is split by one plane. Like KD-Tree or Octree, BVH also has a root node
at the top of the tree, which contains every node inside, and also the root node is the
bounding volume of the scene.
There are three basic way of constructing a BVH tree, top-down, bottom-up &
insertion. The first method prefer starting with the whole scene by the root node and
split everything into two groups by adding the root node. This process goes on until
every node has only one (or another predetermined number of) primitive(s). This is
the easiest way to implement the method and is fast in construction, but generally does
not yield the best tree. In order to use this method, we have to have (see or access
availability) all the primitives, which means that the method has to be implemented
offline. This also implies that we cannot update the tree after a construction is started.
The second method has a reverse flow. Bounding volume of each primitive in the
scene is calculated individually, and than two groups are iteratively combined until
every node has a parent node. In this method, there also exists a root node at the top,
and this method is also an offline method. The Bottom-up method is more difficult to
implement than the Top-down method, but generally generates better trees. The final
approach of construction is the Insertion method. In contrast to previous methods, this
method is an on-line method. Here, we do not have to have all primitives before we
start to construct the tree. The tree can be updated after the construction is complete.
This method is suitable for dynamic scenes.
4.4 KD-Tree vs BVH
Acceleration structures can be evaluated in different ways. We compare kd-tree &
BVH in a few ways, like CPU-GPU, construction complexity and traversal time in
Table 4.15.
According to these properties, BVH is more suitable for GPU based real-time ray
tracer, because programming on GPU is more challenging than on CPU. On a GPU,
resources are limited, and debugging tools are not that much developed. GPUs have
many more cores than CPUs, computation power of GPUs depend on parallelism.
5"Numerically robustness" statement is valid for triangle-based acceleration trees, not for point based
trees like in photon maps (see Section 3.5).
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Table 4.1: KD-Tree vs BVH.
Property KD-Tree BVH
Construction time Slower Faster
Traversal time Faster Slower
Implementation complexity Hard Easy
Numerically robustness Robust More robust
Parallelism of a tree is harder than parallelism of traversing step. So, we prefer BVH
because its construction time is less than kd-trees. The disadvantage of traversal time
of BVH is compensated by massively parallel processing in GPUs.
4.5 Surface Area Heuristic
Both of kd-tree & BVH tree have the same step on building stage. The splitting of
volumes. Where do we split the volume? It is a hard question to answer. We can
choose some simple methods like median split, or equal primitive count methods. The
first one prefers a plane at the middle of volume and halves the volume. The second one
prefers to keep equal number of primitives inside both sibling children. Although, they
are speedy in construction time, they have very bad performance in traversal. Thus, a
new method, called Surface Area Heuristic (SAH)has been derived [35]. SAH method
compares bounding volume surface areas for primitives to decide the splitting point,
and it can be applied to either the KD-Tree or BVH tree.
Before discussing how to build a tree using SAH, we should indicate some
assumptions;
• Rays which are going to traverse the tree are uniformly distributed.
• The cost of both the traversal step and ray-triangle intersection are known, Kt and
Ki, respectively.
• The cost of intersection of N triangles is approximately NKi.
With these assumptions we can calculate the probability P of hitting subvoxel Vsub of
voxel V by a ray which has already hit voxel V as follows:
P[Vsub|V ] =
SA(Vsub)
SA(V )
, (4.1)
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where SA is the surface area of the voxel. Thus, we can calculate expected cost CV (p)
of voxel V split by plane p:
CV (p) = Kt+P[Vle f t |V ]C(Vle f t)+P[Vright |V ]C(Vright). (4.2)
Equation 4.2 can be applied to all tree T as:
C(T ) = ∑
n∈nodes
SA(Vn)
SA(VS)
Kt+ ∑
l∈leaves
SA(Vl)
SA(VS)
, (4.3)
where VS is the bounding volume of the whole scene S. In order to generate the best
tree, we have to get the minimum result from Equation 4.3. However, it is very hard
to find a globally optimal solution for this case. So, instead of a globally optimal
solution, a method which is called "local greedy approximation" is preferred, where
the cost value of subdividing V with plane p is computed as if both children would be
made leaves:
CV (p) ≈ Kt+P[VL|V ] | TL | Ki+P[VR|V ] | TR | Ki (4.4)
= Kt+Ki
(
SA(VL)
SA(V )
| TL |+SA(VR)SA(V ) | TR |
)
. (4.5)
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5. MASSIVELY PARALLEL PROGRAMMING MODELS
Computer graphics always needs high computational power since the first time it
emerged. For this reason, GPUs are designed to reduce the load on CPUs. GPU is
a special hardware which can process much faster than a powerful CPU. However,
GPUs do their jobs in a parallel fashion. If we do not use a parallel approach
when we use a GPU then it actually slower than a low end CPU. In this section, we
explain the architecture of a modern GPU and its working principles. Programming
models and existing languages are detailed. Finally, performance issues are discussed.
Today, GPUs are widely used in computer game industry with rasterization method.
Ray tracing based methods have also started to use GPUs. However, real-time ray
tracing is not available yet. By the developments in hardware of GPUs and software
methodologies, it is likely to be available in the near future.
5.1 A Modern GPU Architecture Overview
Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) are first designed for acceleration at computer
graphics applications. Because of the simplicity of parallelization in rasterization
based rendering techniques, GPU contains more cores than a general CPU in order
to increase parallelism. Actually, these cores are slower than a core in CPU, but the
big gain is throughput. For instance, assume that, we have 256 bins of water to bring
from one point to another point. There are two options, using 8 strong men or 64
weak children. A man brings a bin in 5 seconds, and a child brings the same bin in 20
seconds. The question is what is the best option to bring all the water bins as quick as
possible? Let’s calculate the time consumed for both ways. Note that, either men or
children can bring independently from each other in their group, in other words, they
work in parallel. If we choose men:
256
8
= 32 bins f or each man.
32×5 = 160 seconds to bring them all.
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Let’s do the same calculation for children:
256
64
= 4 bins f or each child.
4×20 = 80 seconds to bring them all.
The substance of our little imaginary competition is the same as the story between
CPU and GPU. The group of strong men is the CPU and every individual man is a core
of CPU. They are very fast. The group of children is the GPU and every individual
child is a core of GPU. They are very slow. However, the number of children is more
than the number of men in the story, and the total time consumed by the children is
half of that for the men. So, the children won. This is probably the most explicit
explanation of the term throughput. The architecture of the GPU is designed for this
purpose. Figure 5.1 shows the architecture overview of discrete GPU with memory.
The communication between GPU and the CPU (so the memories) are supplied by
PCIe1, which has different speed performance according to versions like version 3.0:
15.75 GB/s (128 GT/s) and version 4.0: 31.51 GB/s (256 GT/s).
Figure 5.1: Simple demonstration of a modern GPU, adapted from [36].
Modern GPUs have a lot of streaming multiprocessors2 (SMs) which have connections
to the GPU memory. These units have a number of streaming processors (SPs). A
streaming processor is a kind of SIMD3 unit.
1Peripheral Component Interconnect Express, which is a high speed serial computer expansion bus
standard.
2The term SM is from NVIDIA, AMD calls as Compute Unit (CU).
3Single Instruction Multiple Data, this term is discussed in Section 5.2.
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GPUs are developed for computer graphics. They are also used for general purpose
computing which is called GPGPU4. Some programming languages and debugging
environments are developed. CUDA (see Section 5.2) is developed by NVIDIA
Corporation and OpenCL is developed by Khronos Group (Apple Inc. is the original
author). There are some differences between two. We focus on NVIDIA, but there is a
comparison in Section 5.3. Some of the areas which is suitable for GPGPU are:
• Audio signal processing
• Bioinformatics
• Climate research
• Cryptography
• Fast Fourier transform
• Global Illumination
• Medial imagining
• Video processing
• Weather forecasting
5.2 Compute Unified Device Architecture
CUDA is a parallel computing platform and programming model which is designed for
CUDA capable GPUs (only NVIDIA products). It is a full development environment
which contains a programming language called CUDA C (see Section 5.2.3). Working
model of CUDA has to be understood to make good solutions. We have explained the
term throughput by an example in Section 5.1 (remember the competition). In addition,
there are some other topics in the CUDA architecture. SIMT5 is an important property
of the CUDA. GPU works as SPMD6 model. So, written functions for GPU are
executed same instructions on different data by thousands of hardware implemented
threads. Executing same instructions makes threads are affected by control flows.
4General Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Unit.
5Single Instruction Multiple Threads.
6Single Program Multiple Data.
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Threads are grouped in a block which is called warp [36]. A warp consists of 32
threads, and a half-warp is 16. In a warp, each thread has to execute the same
instruction, because of SIMT model. If a thread enters into an IF block, then other
threads which try to enter else block will wait until the IF block execution ends (see
Algorithm 5). This is called divergent branch. This is an important performance issue.
We will discuss this problem in Section 5.4.2.
Algorithm 5 Divergent branch sample pseudo-code kernel.
1: if threadIdx.x mod 2 = 0 then . Divergent branch.
2: do something 1
3: else
4: do something 2
5: end if
5.2.1 Grids, blocks & threads
Massively data parallel operations generally need to be executed systematically.
Thousands of threads might be needed. CUDA has a block structure which contains
a set of threads in three dimension, X-Y-Z. In addition to blocks, there is also a grid
structure which contains a set of blocks in two dimension, X-Y. The dimension Z is
ignored and it should be set to 1 for clarity [37]. In CUDA C language syntax (see
Section 5.2.3 for details) there are some built-in variables to define the coordinate of
the current thread to identify the position and the task. The built-in variable threadIdx
indicates the coordinate of thread in the block in three dimension (threadIdx.x for
X, threadIdx.y for Y and threadIdx.z for Z). There is another built-in parameter
called as blockIdx which gives the coordinate of the current block in the current grid
(blockIdx.x for X, blockIdx.y for Y and blockIdx.z for Z). The dimension of the
block is supplied by another built-in variable called blockDim which gives number of
threads in the current block (blockDim.x for X, blockDim.y for Y and blockDim.z for
Z). gridDim is also a built-in variable to indicate how many blocks exist in the current
grid. An example for calculation of thread coordinate can be shown as:
__global__ void trace(Color *colors, const int size) {
int indexX = threadIdx.x + blockDim.x * blockIdx.x;
int indexY = threadIdx.y + blockDim.y * blockIdx.y;
int index = indexY * 800 + indexX; // 800 is the width of screen.
if (index < size)
colors[index] = shade(...); // consider that shade is a device function.
}
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5.2.2 Memory types
There are several memory types in CUDA architecture. Each memory type has its
own properties. Generally, when the size of memory increases the speed of access
decreases, or vice versa. Table 5.1 shows memory types.
Table 5.1: Memory types in CUDA architecture.
Type Scope Operation Size rate (6-1) Speed rate (5-1)
Register in thread R/W 1 5
Local memory in thread R/W 2 4
Shared memory in block R/W 3 3
Constant memory everywhere Read only 4 2
Texture memory everywhere Read only 5 2
Global memory everywhere R/W 6 1
Choosing the right type of memory is the key point for the performance. Access pattern
is also important. We will discuss access patterns in Section 5.4.1. The main and
biggest memory is the global memory. Huge amount of data can be stored in this
memory and can be modified from host or device7. If the required data is only for
reading than texture memory or constant memory can be used. These are read only type
memories and can only be manipulated from the host side. Global memory, texture and
constant memories are available in everywhere which means that any thread from any
block can access these memories. Although, these memories are very big and available
from anywhere, unfortunately, they are very slow. So, thread local or block local
memories have to be used as far as possible. This is a big problem of parallelization
of sequential algorithms. Generally, parallel algorithms use nearby or local data, and
only a few neighbour data are required. So, shared memory is a suitable memory type
for this kind of problems. Shared memory, is only available for current block. In other
words, every block has its own individual shared memory. Variables in a function must
be kept in local memory or registers8.
7Briefly, host indicates the CPU side, device indicates the GPU side.
8There is no choice between them. If the variable is an array its automatically place in local memory,
otherwise in registers.
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5.2.3 CUDA C
CUDA C is a programming language based on C with some built-in variables. It
is designed for GPU computing. A program written in CUDA C to run on GPU
is called kernel. A function can be defined as a kernel to run on GPU by adding a
__kernel__ marco which is predefined in CUDA C headers. These kernel functions
can be executed from the host. There is another type of function which can only
be executed from the device. These type of functions can be defined by adding a
predefined prefix macro __device__. A function can be defined as both device and
host by using __device__ and __host__ macros at the same time. A simple code block
of CUDA C is:
__device__ __host__ deviceHostFunc(float x) { // Can be called both side.
return x / 2.f;
}
__device__ int deviceFunc(int a, int b) {
return a + b;
}
__global__ void simpleKernel(int param1) { // kernel functions must return void.
// Do task
}
int main()
{
// Main program, host side application.
// Do some work, and call a kernel.
// ...
return 0;
}
Table 5.2 shows some keywords, built-in variables and functions in CUDA C.
NVIDIA has a LLVM9 based C/C++ compiler called nvcc. Name extension for header
files is .cuh and for source files is .cu. Native C or C++ codes can be used with CUDA
C codes in the same file. When a source file is compiled with nvcc, it is converted
to an intermediate code called PTX10. Before executing the intermediate code it is
9Low Level Virtual Machine is a compiler infrastructure designed for arbitrary programming
languages.
10Parallel Thread Execution is a pseudo-assembly language.
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Table 5.2: CUDA C syntax, keywords, built-in variables, functions and their
descriptions.
Keyword Description
__global__ defines a kernel
__device__ defines a device function
__host__ makes a device function also available in host
__shared__ defines a shared variable
__syncthreads() synchronized threads in current block
threadIdx thread coordinate
blockIdx block coordinate
blockDim block dimension
gridDim grid dimension
translated into a device specific code by device driver according to using GPU in the
target system [36].
5.3 CUDA vs. OpenCL
We focus on CUDA platform for GPGPU but there is an alternative solution for
heterogeneous computing which is OpenCL. There are some similarities and some
differences between two options. We compare them in some major topics. Both of
two are focused on data-parallel computation model. They have separate device/host
programs and memories, C based device programming languages, similar memory and
execution models. There some differences between two. CUDA targets only NVIDIA
devices (GPUs), but OpenCL has an open specification and targets different type of
devices (CPUs, GPUs, DSPs11, Cell etc.). CUDA is a platform consist of hardware
architecture, programming language, API, debug tools. OpenCL is a programming
language and open API. Table 5.3 shows further information about differences and
similarities [38]:
5.4 Kernel Optimization Methods
GPGPU supplies very high computation power by parallelism. However, this
computation power cannot be supplied by using GPUs like traditional sequential
CPU programming methods. There are some resource constraints. These limitations
can be defined in two different categories. First is the parallelization of the target
11Digital Signal Processor.
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Table 5.3: CUDA and OpenCL comparison
CUDA OpenCL
What it is Hardware architecture, ISA,
programming language, API,
SDK and tools
Open API and language spec-
ification
Multiple OS support Windows, Linux, Mac OS X Cross-platform
Heterogeneous device only NVIDIA GPUs Yes (CPUs, GPUs, DSPs,
Cell, etc.)
Graphics interoperability OpenGL & Direct3D OpenGL
Async. memory copying No Yes
Support C++ Yes (limited) No
Run-time compilation Yes (PTX) Yes (OpenCL C source text)
algorithm. The algorithm has to be parallel as far as possible, because GPUs are
designed to be fast when they are running in parallel. They are very slow when running
sequential algorithms. Second one is the implementation of the parallel algorithms.
Implementation is very important in GPGPU. There are some detailed optimization
techniques. We focus on only some major topics which dramatically affect on speed
of execution. These are memory usage, thread divergence and processor occupancy. A
tiny change in the source code might causes huge performance differences. So, each
step on development stage must be deployed and tested.
5.4.1 Coalesced memory access
Memory is a very important topic for optimization. Choosing the right memory type
is an important issue (see Section 5.2.2). Although, the right memory type is chosen
for an algorithm, there might be still performance issues. The problem arises from
the access pattern of the memory. GPU has its own memory, and when a thread try
to access a point of global memory, the region of the memory around that point is
cached to increase probable neighbour accesses for that thread block. This supplies
a big gain when accessing the memory sequentially. However, if the access pattern
is not sequential or randomly then the cache mechanism becomes useless. So, the
memory accesses have to be coalesced by redesigning the algorithm. For instance, in
a matrix based operation like transpose, if the access pattern is in column order, then
speed of executing will reduce, because matrices are stored in row based order in the
memory. So, the access pattern has to be in row order. Transpose operation contains
not only reading matrices, also contains writing operations. Data read from the matrix
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must be written in transpose order to destination matrix. There is a problem on this
stage. One operation has coalesced access another one has non-coalesced access.
There is a solution for this problem by using shared memory. The source matrix can
be transferred to shared memory with coalesced memory access, then synchronize
all threads in the current block. Finally, they are written into target matrix from the
shared memory with less memory latencies according to global memory. Following
code simply presents a matrix transpose operation using shared memory to avoid
non-coalesce memory accesses [39]:
__global__
void transposeCoalesced(float *odata, float *idata, int width, int height)
{
__shared__ float tile[TILE_DIM][TILE_DIM]; // Shared memory
int xIndex = blockIdx.x * TILE_DIM + threadIdx.x;
int yIndex = blockIdx.y * TILE_DIM + threadIdx.y;
int index_in = xIndex + (yIndex) * width;
xIndex = blockIdx.y * TILE_DIM + threadIdx.x;
yIndex = blockIdx.x * TILE_DIM + threadIdx.y;
int index_out = xIndex + (yIndex) * height;
tile[threadIdx.y][threadIdx.x] = idata[index_in]; // Coalesced memory read.
__syncthreads(); // Synchronize all threads, then move on.
odata[index_out] = tile[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y]; // Read from shared memory.
}
5.4.2 Low thread divergence
GPUs are specially designed for massively parallel computing. They are different from
classical CPUs. Because of the implementation preference they work as SIMT model
(see Section 5.2). Divergent branches decrease the performance in GPGPU. When
some threads attempt to execute an instruction while others don’t, then these threads
remain in idle mode until the other threads complete the execution of the instructions
in the branch [40]. A solution for this problem is the algorithm should be designed as
far as possible without branches. Sometimes two possible branches can be executed
without branching and then can be determined which one is valid. Common operations
can be shared and only the different instructions might be diverged. Mathematical
intensity is more suitable than logical decisions for GPUs.
5.4.3 Processor occupancy
Resource usage is the key factor of active threads number in GPGPU. If there is
not enough resource in GPU, then it doesn’t activate any new threads. Tasks need
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maximum number of threads work simultaneously to complete the job as soon as
possible. Maximizing the number of active threads in GPU is called processor
occupancy. The number of registers per thread and size of shared variables per block
is very important for occupancy. NVIDIA has a tool called NVIDIA Occupancy
Calculator [41] which calculates the occupancy value by the information supplied
for the algorithm. Generally, the preferred occupancy value is 66% instead of 100%.
Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) can have a greater effect than increasing occupancy
rate (see Vasily Volkov’s GTC2010 talk "Better Performance at Lower Occupancy"
[42]).
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6. DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION & TESTING
First of all, we want to get photo-realistic results from the renderer, so we prefer ray
tracing based methods rather than rasterization based ones. We also prefer the most
suitable option which is the path tracing (see Section 3.4) for realistic image synthesis
for GPU based acceleration, because it is simple to implement and parallelize. For
software based acceleration there are some possible options. We prefer BVH because
of its simplicity (see Section 4.3). For hardware based acceleration we prefer CUDA
architecture for NVIDIA GPUs (see Section 5.2). After we successfully implement
path tracer on classical CPU approach, then we try to implement same algorithm with
CUDA architecture on GPU system. This is a very painful process, because there are a
lot of variables that need to be fine-tuned. The most efficient way to handle all of these
perplexing circumstances is to use design-deploy-test model. We first design a naïve
framework, then implement it suitable for GPU side coding, finally test the running
code to get actual real life results from the application. Then, we start again from the
beginning and fine-tune some variables in the conceptualization stage (see Section 6.1),
and then also some fine-tune in the implementation stage (see Section 6.2). Finally, we
test again new results and compare them with the results from the previous one.
6.1 Design
The path tracer that we design is a kind of hybrid system. System needs to make some
pre-calculations before one can start to use the GPU device. These pre-calculations
consist of construction of BVH acceleration tree and reordering of the tree structure
to a compact version to make it more cache friendly [43]. Construction of BVH is an
important issue, because it directly affects ray tracing performance. SAH is a good
choice to determine the splitting planes in the construction process (see Section 4.5).
However, SAH requires a lot of calculations. Although, these calculations take up a
lot of time for a real-time application, they do not present a problem for us, because
we intend the renderer for static scenes, and dynamic scenes are not in the scope of
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the current1. Thus, we construct BVH with SAH on CPU only once. Afterwards, we
start to perform actual rendering using path tracing on the GPU. For a quick start-up,
we implement a cache mechanism to keep the compact BVH information in a file, so
we can load the scene BVH tree just in seconds. Our renderer transmits object face
information (triangles & materials) and compact BVH tree structure data, and receives
color information of each pixel on the screen. Figure 6.1 illustrates the very basic flow
diagram.
Figure 6.1: Briefly demonstrated flow diagram of the path tracing system design.
Generally, in static scenes, lights cannot be moved, because lights are not different than
other objects in the scene except the material information is replaced by emittance. If
an object emits photons it means the object is a kind of light source. This is a very
precise definition but presents a problem in path tracing. During path tracing, for
every point that light rays hit if has to be determined whether the point illuminated or
shadowed? This can be achieved by casting shadow rays through the light sources.
In this case, the light source might be small, and hard to arrive by randomly reflected
rays from diffuse material surfaces. So, it needs many more samples to get results
with less noise. In order to avoid more samples, we explicitly define lights, so they are
1In static scenes, all objects are fixed during the rendering process, but in dynamic scenes, objects
could be transformed, deformed or even removed.
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independent from the scene geometry and also BVH. This kind of a design concept
gives us a significant gain in number of samples.
6.1.1 BVH traversal
We have expected much more time and effort to improve efficiency of BVH tree
traversal than BVH construction, because the renderer traversal of the BVH tree
for ray-triangle intersection tests on GPU dramatically affects the performance of
rendering. Normally, traversing a space partitioning tree such as BVH can be achieved
by using a stack to hold nodes which need to be visited when the current sub tree
has been completed. This may be convenient for CPU based systems which has a
huge stack size. However, some systems like GPU based ones have some limitations
on stack usage, and recursive functions, too. Thus, we do not prefer stack-based
solutions. Foley and Sugerman [44] proposed a restart based algorithm for kd-trees.
Where, they demonstrated two variants of kd-tree traversal algorithm, kd-restart &
kd-backtrack. Restart algorithm tracks the ray find the point where the ray enters the
volume. Thereupon, tree is re-traversed from the root node to the leaf that contains
the point. Furthermore, the neighbour node which is going to be traversed next has to
be determined. So, the point that the ray leaves the volume is used, and restarts the
traversal from the root again. This is a very costly operation because we restart the full
traversal again and again on each leaf that we find out. Kd-backtrack is developed to
avoid this full restart operations. It uses bounding boxes and parent pointers to each
node, thus, instead of doing the restart from the root node, it starts from the current
leaf and goes up the parent nodes until the first node that has that point in order to
find the neighbour node which is the next. Although, this is a good solution, it is not
applicable to BVH tree, because in BVH the nodes can overlap, but in kd-tree it does
not. As an alternative, Laine [45] proposed a new approach to the restart algorithm for
BVHs which uses a variable to record the tree levels which we don’t need to check
again (see Figure 6.2). The neighbour node is found by this list called "trail" when a
restart occurs.
For an another stack-less solution, MacDonald and Booth [46] investigated
neighbour-link (or ropes) that store a pointer for each leaf node to the subtree which is
spatially adjacent to one of the six side of that node. Whenever we want to leave the leaf
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Figure 6.2: An example of restart trail algorithm traversal process. The circles
represent hiearchy nodes, whereas the squares represent nodes where a
restart is executed. Near child is always at the left, and if the next node
in the traversal order is left than the mark is 0, else it is 1. (a) After
initialization trail leads to node A. (b) Node A has been processed, so
a restart occurs, and algorithm goes up to find a 0. The first 0 which
we encounter change into 1 and we process the node B. (c) Same as the
previous operation goes up to the parent nodes and find the first 0, and
change into 1. Also, while going up, we rollback the mark from 1 to 0 for
the level we left. (d) Node C hasn’t left child so mark 1 and process node
D. (e) Go up to root node and flip the mark. (f) Same rules as the previous
steps. (g) Finally, go upper then the root node and mark the sentinel bit to
1. Adapted from [45].
node we can determine where to go by following the respective link. Unfortunately,
this is only valid for kd-trees because the nodes in BVH can overlap each other. For
stackless BVH solution, Smits [47] proposed that every node should have a pointer
called "skip node pointer" to another node to traverse next if the ray couldn’t intersect
the current node. Torres et al. [48] implement this algorithm in CUDA architecture
GPU based systems.
Hapala et al. [49] proposed a new approach of travering BVH trees by adding an extra
parent pointer on each node and using a very simple state logic to decide where to
go next on traversal. This algorithm gives a very simple stack-less traversal solution
with the same order of traversal steps in the stack based algorithms. There are some
assumptions for this algorithm;
• BVH tree is used, every primitives must be stored in leaf nodes, and every inner
node has only and exactly two child nodes called CLEFT and CRIGHT ,
• there is an efficient way to find parent node and sibling node of an arbitrary node n,
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• for each inner node there must be a unique traversal order according to the current
ray.
Figure 6.3 demonstrates how to determine traversal order (near-far child). This can
vary from ray to ray, but it is fixed for the whole traversal process of a single ray.
Figure 6.3: In order to determine which child node should be near can be inferred
from the direction of the ray by using the split axis (X, Y or Z) of the two
sibling child. In this figure, the split axis is X and the X axis value of the
Ray 1 direction is positive so the child has lesser min corner point is the
near child, greater value one is the far child. It is opposite order for Ray 2.
Adapted from [49].
Traversal logic is very simple. The all probable states are labelled by using the previous
node that the traversal step comes from. Figure 6.4 shows the all states.
The traversal in [49] is intended for an implementation for CPU based systems.
However, it is not suitable for GPU based systems, because of the differences of GPU
working principles like SIMT, memory limitations etc. (see Section 5.4). They also
implement the GPU version of that algorithm by combining the same operations even
the threads are in different states, and so reduce the divergent branches.
In our design, we extend this algorithm, for our own GPU implementation by adding
two new features. The first feature is an if statement that checks if the current node
minimum distance for the ray-box intersection is less than or equal to the minimum
distance for all previous triangle intersections, if so we go on with this node, else we
ignore this node even it is intersected by the ray. Since it avoids redundant checks,
so we term it Redundant Traversal Avoidance (RTA). The second feature is related
to shadow rays. In a shadow ray process, renderer want to figure out if there is an
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Figure 6.4: Traversal states of (1a) and (1b) are fromChild, (2a) and (2b) are
fromSibling, and (3a) and (3b) are fromParent. Label C for the current
node, P for parent of C, N and F for near and far nodes regard to the current
ray direction. Dashed lines represents the traversal that have already taken,
thick lines for the next step. Double circled nodes represents two probable
options to go for the ray-box intersection test of that BVH node. Adapted
from [49].
object between the light source and the point hit on the surface of the object. Since, in
this case we do not have to find a minimum distance of intersection, the algorithm at
the first intersection between the light source and the surface point can be terminated.
Incorporating these if statements in CUDA code causes divergent branches. We handle
this problem with some coding tricks in the implementation stage. (see Section 6.2).
6.1.1.1 Work distribution & advanced options
We have already talked about characteristic of GPU (see Chapter 5). There are some
limitations on this platform. When we select the number of threads and blocks, the
first option is using one thread for a pixel2 and launch the kernel. Although it is a
simple solution, some rays might require more time for tracing than others. Threads
that require less time wait for others to complete. An alternative way that achieves
better performance employs work distribution. Aila and Laine [50] demonstrate how
to distribute work by using persistent threads. In this approach, only sufficient number
of threads are launched to fill the device. These threads get jobs from a global pool
by using atomic counters, and they live along the process until the pool is empty.
Generation of a ray pool is an additional task which needs to be completed beforehand.
2We assume that there is no multi-sampling, so we use one initial ray per pixel.
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In [50] a simulator is used to calculate how many rays should be processed under the
assumptions of instant access memory with unlimited size. The algorithm is operated
with these values. In our work, the packet traversal, per-ray (while-while and if-if)
traversal or speculative3 traversal algorithms are out of scope.
6.2 Implementation Details
The principle we obey enforces us to combine design, implementation and test stages.
Implementation has to be tested every step in terms of performance or resource usage
(power consumption etc.) efficiency. In this work, we ignore power consumption,
instead, focus on execution performance and response time by defining FPS and RPS4.
The programming languages preferred for implementation is C++ for CPU based
application and CUDA C for GPU based kernels. We use NVIDIA CUDA GPU
Computing Toolkit v5.5, and Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2012 IDE with
NVIDIA Nsight v4.0 plugin. Further information about hardware and operating system
is given in Section 6.3.1.
We are not interested in the implementation of BVH construction and conversion
of compact version, because it does not directly affect rendering performance, only
affects initialization time. Thus, we are contented with an unoptimized execution time
performance and high level of heuristics in splitting of bounding boxes by SAH.
First of all, we divide all memory requirements into two categories. If the memory
requested by the kernel needs to be manipulated, we use the global memory, else we
use the texture or constant memory. In our design, color array of pixel and the ray pool
can be manipulated from the device side, so they are stored in the global memory. Face
information5 of the objects in the scene and cache friendly compact BVH tree structure
are stored in the texture memory. Material definitions, camera and lights are stored in
the constant memory. Memory definitions code snippet:
3See the paper [50] for further information.
4(Processed) Rays per second.
5Triangle vertices, normals and material identifier.
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__constant__ Material materials[MAX_MATERIAL];
__constant__ Camera cameras[1];
__constant__ Sphere lights[1];
texture<float4> bvhNodes;
texture<int4> bvhNodesProperties;
texture<float4> faceVerticesAndNormal;
texture<int> faceM;
In the design of BVH traversal, we have added some modifications into the stack-less
algorithm (see Section 6.1.1), as mentioned before. These modifications cause some
performance issues because of divergent branches. In order to prevent divergence, we
remove if-else block and increase mathematical intensity (redundant calculation) to
determine what to do next without if block. This implementation trick is for our first
modification which stops if the current node intersection min distance is far away than
the last intersected triangle hit point distance. The second modification was for shadow
rays. Since, when if we test the shadow ray then we just need to know if there is an
object between light and the current hit point, we add an if block to the main loop
of the traversal code. If the test shows that there exists an intersection at the desired
range, the function returns. This also causes an extra control operation when the ray is
not a shadow ray. Hence, we clone the function and add the modification and call the
function for the two cases separately from the main kernel.
6.3 Results
In this section we evaluate our renderer implementation in a various aspects. Firstly,
we set up a test environment, and designed some test cases with different scenes and
models. Each design step and implementation preference is evaluated individually.
Moreover, we compare our work with the very successful real-time path tracer by Aila
et al. [51].
6.3.1 Test setup
All implementation and testing processes are done on the same platform. The machine
we use is a standard computer which has one CPU, and two graphics card, one for
GPGPU, other for desktop applications to debug while the main GPU is suspended by
the debugger. The second card is needed to present the screen from getting dark. The
CPU based hardware is termed as host, and the main GPU is termed as device, as is
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conventional in NVIDIA platforms. Table 6.1 shows the technical information about
the host.
Table 6.1: Host hardware information.
Attribute Value
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4700HQ @ 2.40 GHz
Architecture x64
Frequency 2.394 MHz
Number of cores 8
Page size 4.096
Total physical memory 12.171 MB
Available physical memory 9.166 MB
Actually, the host hardware configuration is not all that important, because it does not
directly affect the performance of the renderer. It just effects the initialization time
which is not the focus of this work. The important hardware we run tests on is the
GPU. Table 6.2 shows the hardware information for the GPU.
Table 6.2: Device hardware information.
Attribute Value
GPU GeForce GT 750M
Driver version 335.23
Driver model WDDM
GPU family GK107
Compute capability 3.0
Number of SMs 2
Number of CUDA cores 384
Memory physical size 4096 MB
Memory interface width 128 bit
Memory bandwidth 28.80 GB/s
Graphics clock 542 MHz
Memory clock 900 MHz
Processor clock 1085 MHz
RAM type DDR3
Data bus PCI Express x16 Gen3
Another consideration in the test setup is the scenes. We prefer a variant of standard
Cornell Box6 (see Figure 6.5) as a simple model, and the Sibenik Cathedral7 model
(see Figure 6.6) for comparison of related works.
Rendering process contains two different cases. Primary rays for local illumination
rendering like rasterization, and secondary rays for global illumination for
6http://www.graphics.cornell.edu/online/box/history.html.
7Modelled by Marko Dabrovic (http://graphics.cs.williams.edu/data/meshes.xml).
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Figure 6.5: Cornell Box model.
photo-realistic rendering. In this work, we use path tracing for global illumination,
but we limit the level of the depth (the number of bounces) to 2, 4 and 8. Furthermore,
the screen resolution we prefer is 512 x 512 pixel.
6.3.2 Measuring Performance
Performance measurement is a bit troublesome just like debugging in CUDA, because
we run the simulations on a separate device (GPU) connected to our main system. We
use NVIDIA Nsight to measure performance data, like execution time, occupancy,
register usage per thread and shared memory usage per warp. These parameters
also dramatically affect the performance of the kernel execution. Other measures of
performance are the FPS (Frames per Second) and the RPS (Rays per Second) values.
FPS value is calculated by measuring the elapsed time between two consecutive frames
and taking the inverse of this time make as:
FPS=
1
elapsed time f rom previous f rame
.
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Figure 6.6: Sibenik Cathedral model.
RPS value is also a quantity for performance measurement and is calculated by
counting the number of rays processed in each iteration of the path tracing algorithm
and multiplying it by the FPS value to find the number of processed rays per second.
It is defined as:
RPS = FPS×numbero f rays incurrent iteration
=
numbero f raysoncurrent iteration
elapsed time
Table 6.3 shows the performances for the Cornell Box scene. As seen in the the table,
using persistent threads gives better performance results, although classical method
(without persistent threads) uses less register. The reason why using more registers is
not a problem is the occupancy value (see Section 5.4.3). In the persistent threads case,
the number of used registers has the same occupancy value of 50 %.
Another test for Cornell Box scene is RTA (Redundant Traversal Avoidance).
However, we have almost no performance difference with and without the method.
We think because of the simplicity of the scene, it doesn’t give us any gain.
Table 6.4 gives the performance values for the Sibenik Cathedral scene. This table
also shows us, persistent threads method has better performance, and it is more clear
on high path levels.
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Table 6.3: Cornell Box scene performance information, depth suffix P indicates
Persistent Threads method.
Depth FPS RPS Occupancy Reg. per Thread S. Mem per Warp
1 71.43 18.72 M 50 % 56 0
1P 90.91 23.80 M 50 % 63 128
2 28.57 14.98 M 50 % 56 0
2P 40.00 20.97 M 50 % 63 128
4 11.36 11.92 M 50 % 56 0
4P 16.39 17.19 M 50 % 63 128
8 8.40 17.62 M 50 % 56 0
8P 12.50 26.21 M 50 % 63 128
Table 6.4: Sibenik Cathedral scene performance information, suffix prefix P indicates
Persistent Threads method.
Depth FPS RPS Occupancy Reg. per Thread S. Mem per Warp
1 10.00 2.62 M 50 % 56 0
1P 11.90 3.12 M 50 % 63 128
2 1.39 0.73 M 50 % 56 0
2P 4.81 2.52 M 50 % 63 128
4 0.46 0.49 M 50 % 56 0
4P 2.07 2.17 M 50 % 63 128
Furthermore, this scene is more complicated than the previous one, so it is more
suitable for testing RTA. Table 6.5 presents the comparison between with and without
RTA. It shows us that there is a gain by using this control. Actually, we expect to see
a bigger gap between the two, because the scene has a lot of triangles. However, there
is a cost to implement RTA. It causes less coherent memory access. Hence, the gap is
smaller than expected.
Table 6.5: Sibenik Cathedral scene performance information, depth suffix P indicates
Persistent Threads method, and suffix R indicates without RTA.
Depth FPS RPS Occupancy Reg. per Thread S. Mem per Warp
1R 9.09 2.38 M 50 % 56 0
1P 11.90 3.12 M 50 % 63 128
2R 3.64 1.90 M 50 % 56 0
2P 4.81 2.52 M 50 % 63 128
4R 1.56 1.63 M 50 % 56 0
4P 2.07 2.17 M 50 % 63 128
Until this point, we reported tests on the performance. Next we discuss the
photo-realism of renderer. Figure 6.7 presents the diffuse inter-reflections in the
Cornell Box scene.
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Figure 6.7: A section of Cornell Box model rendering result. Image at the left
indicates local illumination with primary rays, image at the right indicates
gobal illumination with secondary rays.
Figure 6.8 also shows the diffuse inter-reflections between wall and the surface of the
stairs in the Sibenik Cathedral scene.
The tiny points in the images are due to the "unbiasedness" of the path tracing
algorithm. Many more samples are needed to reduce the noise.
6.4 Comparison of Existing Applications
We prefer to compare our renderer with Aila path tracer [51] in order to test our
renderer with a real life application. It is a real-time path tracer with primary, ambient
occlusion and diffuse inter-reflection rays options. It is the fastest GPU ray tracer to
date when it is built [50]. To be honest, we couldn’t get results that we expect to see,
especially for secondary rays. We think, Aila path tracer has a better memory layout
and fine tuning. Table 6.6 shows the results for the two path tracers. Note that, shadows
and shadow ray test were excluded from the rendering process.
Aila path tracer contains some GPU based BVH tree traversal algorithms. These
are persistent packet, speculative while-while and persistent speculative while-while
kernels. In packet traversal [52], a set of rays processed by a warp traverses exactly
the same path in the tree. In while-while traversal, each ray traverses independently of
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Figure 6.8: A section of Sibenik Cathedral model rendering result. Image at the left
indicates local illumination with primary rays, image at the right indicates
gobal illumination with secondary rays.
Table 6.6: Comparison of Aila path tracer (suffix A) and our renderer in resolution of
1024 x 768 pixel.
Depth FPS RPS
1A 18.65 26.42 M
1 13.16 10.08 M
2A 10.96 25.45 M
2 2.9 4.22 M
4A 3.77 23.12 M
4 0.95 3.00 M
the others, to just the nodes actually intersected. In speculative traversal, all the rays of
a warp get involved in traversal when the warp executes a node traversal even though
some rays might arrive at leaf nodes. We refer the reader to [50] for further details.
We have modified Aila path tracer by adding RTA method. We have used Conference
Room8 scene with 282K triangles and 164K nodes. Tests are for a single viewpoint,
but similar gains for other viewpoints.
Figure 6.9 presents a FPS (Frames per second) comparison with/without the proposed
RTA method on the Persistent Speculative While-While kernel for different screen
resolutions. This is the fastest kernel in the original implementation. The FPS values
show that, RTA method yields better results.
8Modelled by Anat Grynberg and Greg Ward, 1991 (http://graphics.cs.williams.edu/data/meshes.xml).
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Figure 6.9: Performance advantage of the RTA method Persistent Speculative
While-While kernel.
Positive FPS gains are also observed in Figure 6.10 which presents a FPS comparison
with/without the proposed RTA method on the Speculative While While kernel for
different screen resolutions. With increased depth value in the path tracing algorithm,
the proposed RTA method has a reduced advantage on this kernel than the previous
one. One explanation could be that this kernel does not have persistent threads, so
early terminated jobs adversely affects performance.
Figure 6.10: Test results for Speculative While While kernel.
The final test on Persistent Packet kernel, shows in Figure 6.11 that the RTA method
decreases FPS performance somewhat for rays at low depths. These results show that
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the proposed RTA method is not suitable to be used together with the packet traversal
method. The packet traversal method makes the rays in the warp to traverse together
even when some of them do not intersect a traversed node. Thereby coherent memory
accesses are increased. However, the proposed RTA method breaks this coherence by
allowing individual rays to skip certain nodes.
Figure 6.11: Performance disadvantage of the RTA method on the Persistent Packet
kernel.
Our test results show that our method yields a modest gain in ray tracing performance
when integrated with the Persistent Speculative While-While kernel. However, similar
gains could not be observed on the Persistent Packet kernel, because of the nature of
packet traversal algorithm.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Photo-realism is an indispensable necessity in the computer graphics world. Today, this
requirement, is provided by off-line methods with the time scales of hours. Real-time
rendering technology is heavily used by the game industry. In this industry, non-photo
realistic methods based on some tricks to make the results look realistic for real-time
and interactive applications are used. The big challenge in computer graphics is
integrating these two major properties (photo-realism and real-time) into one in a single
application. Our work addresses this idea.
7.1 Conclusion
The implementation of a real-time interactive application for a costly path tracing
algorithm, the main help comes from the GPGPU technology. We try to use
all the advantage of the modern GPUs and employ minor optimization tricks in
implementation. Acceleration of the application comes in two parts. The GPU is
the part in hardware. Data structures are the part in software. BVH tree is used to
accelerate ray-triangle intersections. SAH (Surface Area Heuristic) is used for the
construction of the BVH, and for the compact layout to be cache friendly on GPU.
As a consequence of our tests, we see that the major problem is less coherent memory
accesses. Primary rays have coherent memory access, because each ray traverses
almost the same nodes with the neighbouring rays. Since, the secondary rays like
diffuse inter-reflections traverse different BVH nodes and they have less coherent
memory accesses. This might be avoided by software based implementation tricks,
but a big gain is not expected. Hardware should have larger caches to avoid cache
coherence problems.
Our tests also show us that it is possible to get good enough results on simple scenes
with the current hardware capacities. With the same framework, performance gains on
complex scenes are also made possible in non-real time.
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7.2 Future Work
The primary way to improve our renderer in the future is by using multiple GPUs.
CUDA technology supports programming on multiple devices. This promises a
significant acceleration, because we see in our tests that the resolution dramatically
affects rendering performance as expected. The rendered image can be divided into
small parts such that each GPU might be responsible for the rendering of it’s own part.
Even though this is possible today, we aim to implement a renderer to run on a device
which is available to an ordinary home user.
Secondly, future work we plan on developing an algorithm which reduces less coherent
memory access on secondary rays. We think that memory access for the BVH nodes
is more important than accessing pixel color array. Thus, an alternative solution is to
rearrange the ray pool on each iteration by coalescing the rays which are close to each
other by using the direction vector of the rays and not their positions.
Finally, we plan to develop a stream compaction method to eliminate the rays which
are dead due to exiting the scene through the empty space or "strength" falling below
a threshold value. Instead of these rays, new samples could be generated and used.
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APPENDIX A
Solid angle is used very often in lighting simulations. Before we define solid angle,
we should define spherical coordinates and direction for spheres and hemispheres.
Generally, a point in the 3D space is represented by using cartesian coordinates (x,y,z).
However, there is an alternative representation and more useful in lighting simulation
using spherical coordinates (r,θ ,φ ):
• r is the radius (distance from the origin).
• θ is the polar angle.
• φ is the azimuthal angle.
Figure A.1 represents spherical coordinates.
Figure A.1: Spherical coordinates, adapted from [12].
In addition, a direction vector in 3D space can be represented by using the pair (θ ,φ ).
Note that this is a unit-length vector:
x = sinθ cosφ
y = sinθ sinφ (A.1)
z = cosθ .
Solid angles are an extended form of classical angles in 2D space. In classical angles,
consider that we have an unit circle centred at point p. The projection of an object on
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this circle gives us an arc which can be represented by the angle α . Same rules are
valid for solid angle but with the consideration of 3D space. Figure A.2 represents the
solid angle concept.
Figure A.2: Image at the left represents an angle constructed by a 2D object projection
on to an unit circle. Image at the left represents a solid angle constructed
by a 3D object projection on to an unit sphere, adapted from [12].
When we integrate a 1D function f (x) we consider that infinitely small intervals dx
around x, with the same aspect, when we integrate a function over the sphere or
hemisphere we consider that infinitely small group of directions around direction ω .
So, an infinitely small solid angle dω is constructed. This is called as differential solid
angle (see Figure A.3).
Figure A.3: Differential solid angle, adapted from [12].
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APPENDIX B
Monte Carlo integration gives us a numerically solutions of integration equations
independent to their dimensionality or continuity properties. In lighting simulations
contains a integration functions which cannot be defined in an analytically way. So,
the Monte Carlo integration is the mostly used method to integrate lighting simulation
equations. [12]
Consider that we have an integration function f (x) over a domain D:
I =
∫
D
f (x)dx.
With a given a group of N independent random variables X0, ...,XN−1 identically
distributed on the domain D, and the probability density function p(x), then the Monte
Carlo estimator for I as follows:
I˙ =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
f (Xi)
p(Xi)
.
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